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possible to stay with a Half-Elf mage, trading off the divine powers for wizard spells? I'm quite
interested in the concept of a drow mage, as it seems such a powerful ally, and I would love to play
one, but in most of the materials I've found, the drow are presented as "evil" and the drow magics
are presented as "good". I would love to play a mage that I can have the benefits of a drow wizard

but retain a traditional good alignment. It doesn't seem possible to make the drow without a
permanent curse though. I'm most interested in playing a wizard of the Sword Coast Adventurer's

Guild, and I know that Wizards doesn't exist in that setting at all, but it does capture the fun of being
a high-level martial fighter. (The traditional RP setting is Forgotten Realms, but I'm interested in

character concepts across various settings.) The player would be a Half-Elf who was raised under the
watchful eye of a drow, and is now trying to reintegrate with the Forgotten Realms when it's time to
go down to the tavern. The wizard would have a character like Ashyn, Cogwork Clerk Race: Half-Elf

Alignment: Good Class: Fighter Starting Level: 5 She is also an arcane spellcaster and would be
proficient in Arcana, and would have one of the following spells: Cleric spells 1st level or higher,
Cleric spells Sword Coast Adventurer's Guild Player's Guide She would get bonus spells per day

based on her Wisdom. In her backstory, she once had the opportunity to learn drow magic, and her
mother sold her to the drow family. Is there any canon, such as from the Sword Coast Adventurer's

Guild or A Manual for the Ranger, that suggests that people such as Ashyn were made into drow
witches, who somehow managed to keep their good alignment and retain their magical abilities? I
don't know if there's any way to accomplish this without the drow curse, but I'm interested to know
whether it's possible at all. A: Roleplaying a lawful good Half-Elf wizard A lawful good Half-Elf wizard
can be made through the following steps: Wish I were a drow. Find someone who will give you the

drow curse. Wish I were a drow wizard. Gain the drow curse. 5ec8ef588b
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